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OKRs (Objectives and Key Results) are a great entry point for companies that desire to 
become more agile and innovative. They allow organizations to turn their missions into 
tactical clear plans of action that can keep teams engaged, accountable, and laser-focused
on key priorities.


However, adopting a new goal management framework like OKRs can be tricky. Getting the 
entire organization on board is hard when you need to shift mindsets more towards outcomes
while also breaking other old habits. Changing behavior can be the most challenging part in
getting your organization operating smoothly in a new, more OKR-driven environment.


This is where OKR Champions come in. They are a critical part of the change management 
journey, helping to coach organizations on new ways of working, which includes working 
through unforeseen challenges along the way.

Introduction

“For organizations that attempt to roll out the goal-setting framework
without OKR Champions, there is a greater risk that the framework won’t be 
adopted well or at all.” 


Joe Ottinger, Co-founder, OKR Advisors

https://ally.io/blog/3-reasons-businesses-fail-at-implementing-an-okr-tool/


Almost every organization that is serious about using OKRs should appoint one or 
more OKR Champions. Champions are responsible for bridging the gap between  
a company’s vision and actual employee execution. They are the connective tissue 
between leadership and the rest of the organization, helping to enable rollout and 
ongoing adoption of OKRs across an organization. 


OKR Champions assist in the following ways: 


Help department heads communicate the vision behind 
changes that are occurring in the organization


Drive OKR design sessions within the organization


Work with department heads to ensure entire 
organization’s OKRs are clear and aligned


Coach their fellow colleagues on OKR methodology and 
software, including running key aspects of the business 
rhythm (OKR creation, check-ins, business reviews, 
reflection & closing)


Facilitate leadership and department-level discussions


Direct employees to helpful OKR and goal management 
resources (content, coaching resources, webinars etc.)


Support the development of internal resources 
for OKR program management

What is an OKR Champion and 
What Do They Do?
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Additional resource:

    Get Tips from Fellow Champions 
Why OKR champions from Tucows love the goal-setting framework


Check out the blog article and learn more here.
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The most successful organizations have teams of OKR champions, instead of just one person. 


Having teams of OKR Champions—especially if you are a larger company—will help you better  
drive OKR adoption and navigate an ever-changing work environment at all levels of your company. 
These teams can help shephard a vision, build coalitions, and have structures set up to ensure you 
have a properfly rolled out framework.

For example, a marketing team might be more receptive to having a fellow marketer acting as its 
dedicated Champion as opposed to an Engineering team member with less experience managing 
events, running advertising programs, and so on.


If you don't see how you can form a team of champions internally, consider hiring external help like 
Ally.io’s strategic services team or one of our consulting partners.

Why You May Need More Than 
One OKR Champion

Consider appointing an OKR Champion to represent each team, 
department, or region. Because OKR Champions are expected to set an 
example for their peers, especially when it comes to writing and reflecting 
on OKRs, it can be beneficial to have a representative who’s familiar with 
the specific team jargon, day-to-day activities, tools and workflows. 

http://There Be Giant's latest report here and Ally.io's support resources here.
https://ally.io/services/
https://ally.io/consulting-partners/
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The ideal OKR Champion candidate has roughly three hours per week available to 
manage the success of the OKR rollout at a company. 


they should also: 


Note: the time commitment varies greatly depending upon the scope and nature of 
your OKR program. Our team can help you determine the type of OKR Championship 
you need.

Have organizational curiosity for multiple areas of the company


Have an ability to work cross-functionally 


Exude empathy and honesty


Provide structure around how to achieve objectives


Be passionate about the company

What Does an OKR Champion 
Need to Do to Be Successful?
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Step 1 :  Embrace the “hot start ” 


If you want your employees to fully embrace your mission, you must start your OKR program  
off in a big way. 


This means your C-Suite and leadership teams should be excited about “why” you’re doing  
this. They should also be informed about the key components of “how” you’re going to do it,  
and know exactly what their roles are in the journey ahead. 


Once your C-Suite and leadership teams are fully on-board, you’ll need to make sure everyone  
at your company knows that an OKR transformation is coming.


We recommend sharing the news with your company at departmental or all-company meetings. 
Ideally you’ll have a key figure in the company speak passionately about the case for change.  
This will be important to get the entire company on board. If you don’t paint the picture on why 
change is required, you’ll struggle to  get the buy-in needed for successful adoption. 

Example of a case for change dialogue:


“We are a 1,000+ person company spread across the world, but how many of you actually 
know what’s going on in the marketing department or the finance department? What’s 
happening in these departments impacts YOU and YOUR objectives. Don’t you want to have 
greater visibility? Don’t you want the ability to identify points of overlap? Don’t you want to 
explore other areas of the organization and continue to learn more and more? Today we 
don’t have a structured way to do this outside of our every three month department 
meetings. We’re changing that now…”

Embrace 
Hot Start

Communication & 
Engagement

Feedback 
Mechanism

Check In 
Regularly

Resources & 
Accelerators

Build & 
Refine

Quality 
Assurance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 Steps OKR Champions Can Take 
For a Successful OKR Rollout 
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Step 2 :  Don’t skimp on your 
communication & engagement plan 


Step 3 : Build a feedback mechanism


Step 4 :  Check in with every 
stakeholder group regul arly


It’s important to think very carefully about all of 
the stakeholders in your company and identify 
how you’re going to engage with them all. Finding  
out their challenges, their aspirations, and how 
this transformation can empower them and 
their teams will be important in communicating  
the plan and vision back to them.



Leaders of countries know to adjust their 
political policies by engaging in public opinion 
polls, forums and elections. The ecosystem they 
lead provides feedback on what is and what 
isn’t working. This can lead to changes in 
policies. It is the same within an organization. 
The most successful companies spend time 
surveying their employees, identifying areas  
of strength to build on and spend time 
confronting the areas that are not performing 
as well as they should. 



Whether it's the CEO or a team leader, find  
ways to regularly engage with your different 
stakeholders. During these check-ins, try to  
hit on a mixture of topics like:

7 Steps OKR Champions Can Take 
For a Successful OKR Rollout 

Step 5 :  Arm them with resources  
& accelerators 


Step 6 :  Build and refine  
your pl aybook 


Step 7 :  Don' t skimp on qualit y 
assurance


Make sure you have tangible graphics, talking 
points, and plans that help articulate the 
mission of your company, the path to achieve  
it, and accelerators / cheat sheets that can be 
leveraged immediately.  



A solid structure of learnings and best practices 
is critical to having a transformational OKR 
journey.Your team of champions should be 
building an OKR playbook and keeping it up  
to date. As a best practice, make sure your 
playbook is digestible. Consider working with 
visual designers and copy editors to help you 
eliminate content fluff. Most people are not 
going to read a 50-page guide, but they will 
read a 2-page summary. 



Don’t forget to "quality assure" your goals to 
make sure they're aligning correctly and are 
clearly articulating the work that needs to be 
done. OKR Champions may tend to lead these 
efforts, but ultimately OKR owners are 
responsible for these. 

 The overall transformational journey (how it's going, 
where you're focusing

 How specifically you are helping to empower them 
(training opportunities, office hours, resources)

 How you’re capturing your stakeholders voices 
(listening to them, hearing them

 Listening to them, hearing their challenges, and 
being a partner in resolving them
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OKR Champions should be intimately familiar with the vision behind the driving force for change 
and should be able to articulate how that vision relates across functions. They also should be able to 
clearly answer the question to everyone in the organization, "Why does this matter to me?".


Many company leaders aren't going to have the bandwidth to articulate the vision to people on  
a 1-on-1 or even team basis so it's crucial that OKR Champions are able to do so.


Tactical actions OKR Champion teams can employ:

Meet on a bi-weekly cadence


Have at least one passionate executive sponsor whom they meet with at least once per month


Collaborate with learning & development teams, HR, Strategy, and IT on a regular basis to 
make sure these departments are brought along on the journey


Host important information all in one place for everyone to easily access


Meet with other key stakeholders at least once per month 

OKR Champion Teams: 
Tactical Actions



It’s important to have your transformational goals articulated clearly in a software that is easy 
for everyone to access. If you're relying on PowerPoint decks or spreadsheets alone to 
communicate change, then you're missing out on the magic that propels change—interactivity 
and liveliness. Slides are not the same thing as being able to see the entirety of an 
organization's goals moving at one time. 

OKR Software Considerations

Here are some important features you’ll want 
to employ as you set up your OKR platform:

          Utilize user insights


          Have timelines clearly articul ated


          Capture feedback


              Once everyone is on your OKR platform, utilize user 
insights to understand which parts of the organization aren't as 
engaged. Then figure out which groups are engaged, spend time 
understanding how they are evolving, and then share those best 
practices and learnings with the groups who may not be as 
engaged. Better yet, have the people who are "shining examples" 
go talk to other groups that are lagging.



              Making sure milestones are clearly articulated and  
easily accessible to all stakeholders in the organization is  
the foundation for change. If people do not know when key 
meetings are, then how are they supposed to engage? 


              Ensure you have a place to capture feedback 
on how  the program is going and how specific parts 
of the plan could be improved.
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https://ally.io/blog/why-you-cant-scale-an-okr-program-using-spreadsheets/
https://ally.io/blog/okr-meetings/
https://ally.io/blog/okr-meetings/


Consider Ally.io for tracking and measuring your OKR performance. 
It takes seconds to  and you can begin 
tracking OKRs in under 15 minutes.



      to popular business 
tools like Slack, Jira, Salesforce, Asana, Smartsheet, and more. 


      intuitive UI requires minimal training to make 
getting started and adopting OKRs simple.


     , templates, and example 
OKRs that make adopting the OKR framework easy. 


     The depth of can turn your 
team into OKR experts and enable success.


      provide a smooth way to import existing 
OKR data from shared spreadsheets. 



Want more OKR resources? Take your OKRs to the next level with the 
.  to view a step-by-step plan 

to support your upward OKR journey.

sign up for a 14-day free trial

Ally.io features:


The solution provides seamless integrations 

It’s easy to use,

The software has built-in best practices

our onboarding and rollout support 

Our migration templates

OKR Maturity Model Download today

Don’t Have an Existing OKR Tool in Place?

Try for Free Book a Demo

https://ally.io/free-trial/?utm_source=partner&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=tbg-us-partner-ebook&utm_term=joint-partner-content&utm_content=okr-champion-ebook
https://ally.io/resources/the-okr-maturity-model/?utm_source=partner&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=tbg-us-partner-ebook&utm_term=joint-partner-content&utm_content=four-strategies-to-navigate-change
https://ally.io/resources/the-okr-maturity-model/?utm_source=resource&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=okr-champion-ebook
https://ally.io/free-trial/?utm_source=resource&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=okr-champion-ebook
https://ally.io/request-a-demo/?utm_source=resource&utm_medium=web&utm_campaign=okr-champion-ebook

